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Our fourth and anniversary issue will be “A Small WordSmall WordSmall WordSmall Word  at The End of the World”, though as 

usual anything is welcome, especially if it is new and a little different… Obviously we’re 

hoping that people will be around to read it afterwards, so make those final words count!  
Whether you see light at the end of the tunnel, or just more tunnel, let us know…  The 

deadline is 30th November 2012 for publication mid-December 2012. 

You would retain the copyright on anything you submitted.  We don’t care if it’s been 
published elsewhere (unless it has reproduction restrictions), but it’s cooler to send us 

something new, don’t you think...? 

GGGGENERAL ENERAL ENERAL ENERAL SSSSUBMISSION UBMISSION UBMISSION UBMISSION SSSSTUFFTUFFTUFFTUFF    

At present, the best way to get your poems, short stories, artwork or photographs to us is 

electronically – via smallword@allographic.co.uk.  If you don’t have access to email (or 
you can’t easily transfer your work to an electronic format, or it’s too large to email), 

please let us know and we’ll do our best to arrange an alternative method. You can contact 
us on 07904 488009. 

Please attach each submission as a separate file.  People submitting multiple pieces in 

one file, or pieces embedded in the text of their email, will be asked to resubmit.  Please 
submit at the same time a 30-word contributor biography, with any website/ email 
address you would like published on top. 

We suggest that you submit no more than five pieces at a time just to make things easier 
for us to choose.  If it’s awesome and larger than the guidelines we’ve set and we have 
space we may consider it...  There’s no fee to send stuff in but equally there’s no monetary 

reward – if we choose your piece you get one free copy of the magazine and whatever 
you’d like plugged in your contributor bio inside and on our website. 

PPPPOETRYOETRYOETRYOETRY    

Poems should be your original work and less than or equal to about 50 lines, including 
spaces.  Please send as a file rather than the body of an email. 

SSSSHORT HORT HORT HORT SSSSTORIESTORIESTORIESTORIES    

Short stories should be your original work and less than or equal to about 1,000 words.  

Please send as a file rather than the body of an email. 

AAAARTWORK AND RTWORK AND RTWORK AND RTWORK AND PPPPHOTOGRAPHYHOTOGRAPHYHOTOGRAPHYHOTOGRAPHY    

Artwork and photography should be your original work. At the moment, we’re only 

accepting black & white images (unless we fall in love with it and put it on the cover!).  
Please bear in mind that this is going to be a very small format magazine and the largest 

your image will be is A6 with margins (roughly 13.5 x 9cm).  Please send hi-res images if 
possible. 


